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A Two Part Hypertext Essay About the Rise of the Drones in America 

 

(Part II) 

Totemic Drones Comes to Life as an Enhancement of Dreams-Fantasies (and bodies)                                                  

 

“The condition of man . . . is a condition of war of everyone against everyone” -Thomas Hobbes, 
Leviathan 

 

Little kids fantasize and dreams obsessively with their new precious toy, so it is with the United 
States; old toys are replaced by new ones: the new aerial unmanned drones. It is said that every 
nation carries with them a little kids’ fantasy (and disturbances) and now, as an adult, this nuance 
can be put to use for real. 

Aerial unmanned drones are the latest most solid incarnation of this sublime-fantasy in the U.S. 
mastering and toppling over all others nations as the number one most powerful aerial 
technological cyber-eagles military force in the planet. 

http://topyaps.com/top-10-strongest-air-forces-of-the-world/�
http://www.airforce.com/careers/detail/cyberspace-operation-officer/�


Indeed, drones currently used in combat, like the Predator or Reaper mostly active in 
Afghanistan, Yemen, Pakistan, and Somalia,

The latest toy of the U. S aircraft arsenal, the 

 are navigated by control-pilots thousands of miles 
away as if a little kid is playing an Xbox game.  

“X-47B” stealth drone has recently been put to the 
test.  This pre-programmed drone uses artificial intelligence that is designed to fly autonomously 
and is capable of in-flight refueling with a probe and drogue without direct human intervention. 
The X-47B is guided by a remote-control box when landing or taking off from a navy sea carrier.  

To refuel while flying, take off and land in an aircraft carrier by remote-control like a toy and 
programmable to destroy a ground target without control-pilots seemed an unachievable prospect 
a few years ago. Today, the X-47B is quite a different creature, intelligent on its own and is 
manufactured by Northrop Grumman Corporation that promises to take care of international new 
age warfare and future surveillance in the U.S.  

This U.S. totemic embodiment of artificial intelligence flying machine is not only in the U.S. 
Zeitgeist but the UK also began testing their own new flying stealth autonomous machine. The 
new Taranis, “the god of thunder”, a stealth machine that has all sorts of military power 
accoutrement, including the capacity to dodge incoming missiles and it is faster than the speed of 
sound.  Smart like an automated robot manufacture by BAE System with one goal in mind: to 
target with surgical precision at long range into intercontinental missions without getting out of 
its zone fly. (Read more here) 

As the British push their “god of thunder”, so are European nations pressing forward with their 
robotic stealth technology. Similarly, France, Italy, Sweden, and other countries are working on a 
pan-European project to develop a stealth drone called the “Neuron," which recently completed 
successfully its first test flight.  

Meanwhile, China does not intend to fall behind and is competing with its counterparts, the U.S. 
and pan-European project by swiftly implementing a powerful flying stealth nick-named after 
their national identity: “the Red Dragon”. “China might easily match or outpace the U.S. 
spending on unmanned systems rapidly closing the technology gaps and becoming a formidable 
global competitor in unmanned systems.” (read more here) 

Of course, a stealth-automated drone is a cause for much paranoia and fear.  Some worry that 
technology could go amiss and cause collateral damage. Also, there is a fear that it might fall 
into the wrong hands like terrorist or unscrupulous dictator to trigger and cause great carnage on 
ground troops as well lunch an attack on a populated cities. There’s also the lurking anarchist-
terrorist-hackers menace of infecting a drone by way of satellite-GPS as it happened in 2011, in 
Iranian sky. (read more here)  

For some others, drones pose ethical and moral issues like the one proposed by the Human Right 
Watch who released a report calling for restrictions on autonomous weapons -“killer robots,”- as 
the group described them. And recently, an augmented concern by anti-drones advocates, curtails 
the enacted passed law to be used here in the U.S. for “surveillance purposes”. (read more here) 
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Drones of all sizes (bird-eyes, small, median and larger)  are here to stay and like it or not they 
are not going away because of the moral ethics of human right activists. The United States 
already has its own congressional Unmanned Systems Caucus and they won’t budge, they intend 
to have them patrolling the U.S’s skies. The drone business is booming, and they represent the 
business of a new era opening doors in the army IT’s science areas; new school for training 
graduates including commercial avionic-drones are being implemented across the country. (read 
more here and here plus here)  

There is no doubt that 2013 is the year intelligent drones were born into a mayor scale 
production in the U.S for surveillance and civilian purposes. (read more here and here) 

Now, in view of this new techno-advancement in the area of drones coming to roost in our own 
back yard, my final question is how long  will it take to ensemble one of those shiny guys like 
the terminator? (see picture here and here).  

The current technology for assembling these automated robots is already here but sparsely used 
as a single unites such as the Raytheon's Phalanx gun system deployed on US Navy ships. This 
gun system can search for enemy fire and destroy incoming projectiles all by itself. It has a 
sophisticated memory card that can be used as part of the robot’s brain.  

And how about the wheel-bots, Sword-robot a deadly combat member of the Foster-Miller that 
can spread hundreds of bullets like a saw machine through walls just by sensing body heat. In 
addition, DARPA’s business has been working on a prototype combat dogs, although not very 
efficient yet, but it can run 18 miles per hours and the BIGDOG of Boston Dynamic Robot is 
capable of being completely weaponized.  

The new age techno have today sophisticated computerized bionic body  part used as prostheses 
for war veterans; powerful 3D’s camera-eyes and surgical radar able to detect a mosquito over 
thousands of miles. Not to mention automated computers designed and programmed to work for 
a life time alone without human interference at the speed of lightening accomplishing 
insurmountable tasks, otherwise, impossible for human foot-soldier. All of these gadgets and 
more can be employed in a robot’s brain to build a perfect bionic deadly machine. (here)  

To discuss the philosophical, moral implication of these robot-machines is useless right now 
because it has already been questioned with the aerial-killers-drones to no avail of deflecting its 
future use. We know that automated robots could be born before 2030 utilizing its full potential. 
Readers like me and you will have eyes despite our incredulity to see these chrome guys on the 
federal payroll being put into action, although, not necessarily to vacuum houses. 

(Click here to read Part I: “Surveillance Automated Drones: a Pathway to a Friendly-
Fascist-Dystopian Police-State While Delivering FedEx-Mail” by Mar Defoe. 
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